First-principles calculations based on density-functional theory have been applied to the energies and atomic and electronic structures of various metal/inorganic material interfaces such as metal/Al 2 O 3 , Au/TiO 2 and metal/SiC interfaces used in thermal barrier coatings, gold catalysts, and high-power electronic devices, respectively, in collaboration with electron microscopy observations. In each system, it has been shown that the interface stoichiometry, namely the features of interfacial termination species of inorganic materials, as well as the metal species, is one of the most important factors to design the interfacial structure and the adhesive, mechanical, chemical and electronic properties. Recent electron microscopy observations of peculiar dynamical structural changes in Au/CeO 2 systems are discussed from this view point.
Introduction
Hetero interfaces between metals and inorganic materials such as oxides, ceramics or semiconductors are used in a wide range of applications including various catalysts, electrodes in batteries or fuel cells, coating technologies, electronic devices and so on. In such hetero interfaces, there should occur peculiar bonding nature between two materials with quite different bonding characters, which should frequently cause novel properties. [1] [2] [3] And nano-hetero interfaces between metallic nano-particles and inorganic substrates also frequently reveal novel properties associated with heterogeneous and nano-size effects. 4) It is of great importance to investigate the atomic and electronic structures and properties of such interfaces in order to develop techniques to design, control and fabricate such interfaces. Recently, rapid advances in experimental techniques such as electron microscopy 5) have made it possible to investigate the microscopic nature of such interfaces, and also the development of theoretical schemes such as first-principles calculations 6) has enabled us to examine the nature of such interfaces theoretically.
In this review article, we present and discuss our recent theoretical studies of heteo or nano-hetero interfaces such as metal/Al 2 O 3 , [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Au/TiO 2 15-21) and metal/SiC [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] interfaces in collaboration with electron microscopy observations. These interface systems are used in thermal barrier coatings (TBC), gold catalysts, 4) and high-power devices, respectively. We have found that the interface stoichiometry, namely the features of termination species of the oxide or semiconductor side, as well as the metallic species, seriously affect the bonding nature, atomic and electronic structures and properties of each interface. There is a tendency that offstoichiometric interfaces reveal stronger interfacial interactions than stoichiometric ones. Our theoretical results are consistent with or in good agreement with experimental observations by our group or others. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] We discuss how the interface stoichiometry and configuration affect the adhesive, mechanical, chemical and electronic properties, including Schottky-barrier heights (SBH). We also discuss our recent electron microscopy observation of peculiar structural changes of a Au/CeO 2 system [40] [41] [42] from the view point of strong interfacial interactions.
Theoretical Scheme
We use the first-principle pseudopotential method based on the density-functional theory (DFT). 6, 43) The DFT enables us to deal with energies and stable configurations of systems consisting of ions and electrons in the ground state quantitatively, through solving the Kohn-Sham (KS) equation 44) within the local density approximation (LDA) 45) or generalized gradient approximation (GGA). 46) Usually, we deal with only valence electrons including the effects of frozen core electrons through the pseudopotential theory, 6) where the valence electron-ion interactions are represented by ionic pseudopotentials and the valence pseudo-wave functions are expressed by the plane-wave basis set efficiently. For metal/Al 2 O 3 and metal/SiC systems, we use usual norm-conserving pseudopotentials 47) with the LDA, and for Au/TiO 2 systems, we use ultrasoft pseudopotentials 48, 49) with the GGA where the necessary number of plane waves is greatly reduced. Recently, the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method 50, 51) has been developed within this context, where the features of valence wave functions are correctly reproduced even inside the cut-off radius at each atomic site. This scheme has been applied partially to metal/ SiC systems 26, 27) through the code QMAS. 52) In the present theoretical framework, eigenstates of the KS equation are efficiently obtained through iterative techniques such as the conjugate-gradient, block Davidson, or RMM-DIIS (residual-minimization method-direct inversion in the iterative subspace) schemes, 6, 53) without dealing directly with a huge size of Hamiltonian matrix expressed by the plane-wave basis. Parallelization of the code is essential for recent parallel computers.
Interfaces are dealt with by the supercell technique, where we solve eigenstates with respect to k points sampled in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone of the supercell. Usually, each cell contains two identical interfaces with twodimensional periodic configurations. Occasionally, different interfaces have to be contained in the cell associated with the polarity of a bulk inorganic crystal, although some tricks such as the insertion of a staking fault inducing mirror symmetry or the termination by hydrogen atoms for one of the slab surfaces can be used. On the problem of lattice misfit between two bulk solids, we usually deal with coherent interface models by adjusting one (or both) of the lattice constants of the two solids. It should be noted that even such coherent models can well reproduce the characteristics of local regions of an incoherent interface. 8, 55) 57) Thus for the Cu/Al 2 O 3 (0001) interface, first we examined the energies and bonding nature of the O-terminated and Alterminated interfaces. We deal with (1X1) coherent models with three kinds of rigid-body translations parallel to the interface, namely, Al-site, H-site and O-site models, 57) corresponding to each local region in the observed incoherent interface by lattice misfit. 8, 28, 55) Figure 1 shows the most stable configurations for the O-terminated interface (H-site model) and for the Al-terminate one (O-site model). The adhesive energies, namely the energy gains against the relaxed surfaces, are 6.96 J/m 2 and 1.27 J/m 2 , respectively. Generally the O-terminated interfaces have quite larger adhesive energies than the Al-terminated ones. In the Oterminated interface, there exists strong Cu-O bonding as seen in the charge overlap in Fig. 1(a) . Figure 2 shows the charge redistribution. The O-terminated interface has substantial charge transfer from the Cu layer to the O layer, indicating ionic Cu-O interactions. In the Al-terminated one, the transfer occurs rather from Al 2 O 3 to Cu, and the density increases just above the interface Al atom and decreases at the Cu site above the surface O atom. This feature is consistent with the image-charge model. 58) Figure 3 shows the local densities of states (LDOS) of each interface. The LDOS of the interface O layer of the Oterminated interfaces reveals strong Cu3d-O2p hybridization at the upper valence band as the splitting between the nonbonding and bonding O2p peaks and the shift toward lower energy of the latter peaks. It is interesting that no substantial Cu-O hybridization for the Al-terminated interface, while there is Cu-Al hybridization. In this way, it can be said that the O-terminated interfaces have strong Cu-O interactions with both ionic and covalent characters, resulting in quite large adhesion energy, while the adhesion of the Alterminated ones can be explained by the image-charge like electrostatic effects and Cu-Al hybridization. In Fig. 3 , the Cu-O hybridization of the O-terminated interface is more significant for the H-site model with a three-coordinated Cu-O configuration than the O-site model with a dimmer-like Cu-O configuration. This is consistent with the larger adhesive energy of the H-site model and with the experimental and theoretical analysis of the interfacial EELS (electron energy loss spectroscopy). 14, 29) By the way, the comparison between our theoretical results and the electron microscopy observations 28, 29) indicates that the observed configuration is indeed an O-terminated one. 8, 14) Second, we have examined the tensile strength of the Cu/ Al 2 O 3 (0001) interfaces. Figure 4 shows the results of rigidtype ab initio tensile tests, where the energy change is calculated for the rigid cleavage of each interlayer distance. The depth and maximum gradient of each curve correspond to the separation energy and ideal tensile strength of each interlayer. This type of tests without lattice relaxation result in slightly larger tensile strength as compared with natural relaxed-type tests with full relaxation, 59) although in the rigid-type tests we can examine the breaking of the Cu-O interlayer that cannot be broken in the relaxed-type tests due to the weaker Cu region. From the maximum gradient of each curve, the Cu-O interlayer of the H-site model of the Oterminated interface is the strongest (49.9 GPa), that of the Osite model is the second strongest (46.2 GPa), the Cu-Al interlayer of the Al-terminated interface (O-site model) is much weaker (12.1 GPa) and the back Cu-Cu interlayer of each system has similar intervening strength (25.9 GPa). In practical tensile tests, the Cu-Al interlayer should be broken for the Al-terminated systems, and the Cu layers should be mainly deformed in the O-terminated systems.
From the data of Fig. 4 , we have developed the effective interatomic potentials 13) for large-scale molecular dynamics simulations, and dealt with practical mechanical behavior of Cu/Al 2 O 3 interface systems, 60, 61) where we have successfully reproduced quite different mechanical behavior for the O-terminated and Al-terminated interfaces. Recently, we have examined Ni/Al 2 O 3 (0001) interfaces by a similar theoretical approach, 11, 12) and found that the interface stoichiometry has similar large effects on the bonding nature and mechanical properties, while we have also observed that Ni has a tendency to form stronger interactions with Al 2 O 3 in both O-terminated and Al-terminated interfaces than Cu.
Au/TiO 2 Interfaces
It is well known that Au nano-particles supported on several kinds of metal oxides such as TiO 2 , CeO 2 and Fe 2 O 3 reseal novel catalytic activity such as low-temperature CO oxidation, 4) although bulk Au surfaces reveal no catalytic activity. It is quite exciting to elucidate the mechanism of such catalytic activation of Au. Electron microscopy observations revealed the presence of epitaxial relations between Au nano-particles and TiO 2 substrates 20) and the changes of inner potentials and contact angles for Au nano-particles with a radius less than 2 or 3 nm on TiO 2 surfaces, 21) indicating strong Au-TiO 2 interfacial interactions as observed in the off-
Thus as shown in Fig. 5 we have examined the effects of the interface stoichiometry for the Au/TiO 2 (110) interface. For simplicity, we dealt with the Au (1X1) monolayer adsorption on various TiO 2 (110) surfaces. For the stoichiometric cleavage surface, the adsorption above the surface Ti atom (Fig. 5(b) ) is more stable than the adsorption above the bridging O atom (Fig. 5(a) ), while the adhesive energy is rather small (0.10 eV/atom for the monolayer adsorption) and the Au-Ti bond length is rather large (0.303 nm). On the other hand, there occur quite larger adhesive energies for the off-stoichiometric surfaces such as the reduced Ti-rich surface formed by removing bridging O atoms (1.90 eV/ atom, Fig. 5(c) ) and the O-rich surface formed by removing a Ti-O pair (4.25 eV/atom, Fig. 5(d) ). In the Ti-rich interface, the Au atom is located at the bridging site and has contact with two Ti atoms with a rather short Au-Ti bond length (0.268 nm). In the O-rich interface, the Au atom is located at the Ti-atom site formed by the removal of the Ti-O pair and has contact with five O atoms with rather short Au-O bond lengths (0.207 nm for the in-plane O atom). Figure 6 shows the charge redistribution. For the stoichiometric interface (Fig. 6(a) ), there exists no remarkable charge transfer except for a slight charge increase between the Au and Ti atoms. For the Ti-rich interface (Fig. 6(b) ), there exists a remarkable charge increase between the Au and Ti atoms consistently with the short bond length, and electrons move slightly from the Ti atoms toward the Au atom. For the O-rich interface (Fig. 6(c) ), there occurs significant charge transfer from the Au atom toward the O atoms. In the interface LDOS in Fig. 7 , there exists Au-Ti orbital hybridization for the Ti-rich interface (Fig. 7(b) ), resulting in a sharp peak at the bottom of the conduction band. For the O-rich interface (Fig. 7(c) ), there exists significant Au-O orbital hybridization, resulting in wide extension of the Au-5d band LDOS overlapped with the O-2p band. These features are in contrast to negligible hybridization for the stoichiometric interface ( Fig. 7(a) ).
It is clear that off-stoichiometric interfaces have stronger interfacial interactions such as orbital hybridization and charge transfer, resulting in much larger adhesive energies, which are quite different from the features of stoichiometric interfaces. It seems that Au/TiO 2 catalysts should contain such off-stoichiometric interfaces. This is consistent with the electron microscopy observations indicating the strong interfacial interactions as mentioned above. 20, 21, 30) Recent STM (scanning tunneling microscopy) observations 31, 32) have found that reduced Ti-rich TiO 2 surfaces have strong interactions with Au clusters and prevent their migration as compared with the stoichiometric surface. STM observations 33, 34) also clarified that O vacancies (Ti-rich defects) on TiO 2 (110) surfaces are preferential nucleation sites for Au clusters. Recent surface science experiments 35, 36) also indicated that reduced Ti-rich TiO 2 surfaces have stronger adhesive interactions with deposited Au particles with charge transfer than the stoichiometric surface. On the other hand, real catalysts are used after calcinations in the air. This may indicate that the O-rich interfaces are involved in the catalytic activity.
In this way, there is a possibility that such off-stoichiometric Au/TiO 2 interfaces should be the origin of the catalytic activity, first through the formation of peculiar charged states by interface charge transfer or peculiar electronic states by orbital hybridization, or second through the stabilization of small Au nano-particles highly-dispersed on TiO 2 surfaces. Of course, in order to elucidate the true mechanism, further investigations are necessary. For example, it is essential to examine the behavior of molecules such as CO and O 2 on various configurations of Au/TiO 2 systems both experimentally and theoretically.
By the way, our calculations for Au, Ag and Pt 17, 19) using the common metal/TiO 2 (110) interface models (Fig. 5) have clarified the characters of each metal species. For Pt, there occur substantial energy gain even for the stoichiometric 15) obtained by subtracting the superposition of the charge distributions of the TiO 2 surface and the Au monolayer from the interface charge distribution. Note that the configuration of the stoichiometric system is that in Fig. 5(b) . and O-rich (c) systems of the Au/TiO 2 (110) interface. 15) In each column, the top, middle and bottom panels show the LDOSs of the bulk TiO 2 region, of the interface TiO 2 region, and of the Au layer, respectively. The Fermi level is shown as 0 eV in each energy axis. Dashed lines in the bottom panel of (c) indicate the LDOS of a free Au layer.
Theoretical Studies of Metal/Inorganic Material Interfacessurface (about 1 eV/atom for the model of Fig. 5(a) ), and quite larger adhesive energies for the Ti-rich and O-rich interfaces. Ag has a tendency to interact with O atoms preferentially. For the stoichiometric surface, the adsorption above the bridging O atom (Fig. 5(a) ) is more stable than that above the Ti atom (Fig. 5(b) ), as opposed to Au. The ratio of the energy gain for the O-rich interface (Fig. 5(d) ) against that for the Ti-rich interface (Fig. 5(c) ) is much larger for Ag than the case for Au. All these characters can be explained by the structure and relative position of a d band of each metal species.
Au/CeO 2 Interfaces
Here we present and discuss our recent experimental finding on dynamical behavior of Au/CeO 2 systems, [40] [41] [42] which have novel catalytic activity for low-temperature water-gas-shift reaction. 62) For Au/CeO 2 samples formed by the deposition precipitation method, one of the present authors (T. Akita) has observed dynamical structural changes of Au nano-particles on CeO 2 via the electron microscopy. Under the observation, small Au particles become much smaller and disappear in continuing the observation. After stopping the electron beam and holding the sample in the chamber, the observation was restarted. Then some of disappeared Au particles were found to have recovered at the same sites on CeO 2 surfaces. In continuing the observation, such Au particles again disappear similarly. And the recovery was found after switching off the electron beam. The disappearance of small Au particles under the observation and the recovery at the same sites during holding in the chamber are iterated according to swinging off and on of the electron beam.
As shown in Fig. 8 , the shrinkage of the Au particle occurs layer-by-layer, namely from the top Au layer to the bottom Au layer. During this process, the cross section of the interface does not seem to change, and the interface Au monolayer seems to remain on the CeO 2 surface, which should cause the recovery at the same site. These points indicate strong Au-CeO 2 interfacial adhesion, which can be explained by the epitaxial relation due to the coincidence relation (3 over 4) of the cubic lattice parameters of the two solids 40, 41) and by the presence of off-stoichiometric interfaces similarly to the Au/TiO 2 systems. Note that CeO 2 easily reveals off-stoichiometric configurations. Through the EELS spectra and electron diffraction pattern, 42) it has been found that the disappearance of Au particles is accompanied by the formation of high density of ordered O vacancies in CeO 2 by the electron beam, associated with partial reduction of Ce from Ce 4þ to Ce 3þ . And it seems that the recovery of the Au particle is also accompanied by the removal of high density of O vacancies by adsorbing the residual oxygen gas in the chamber. The present dynamical changes of Au particles should be associated with Au diffusion on CeO 2 surfaces and/or in bulk CeO 2 , caused by the formation of O vacancies in CeO 2 surfaces and bulk CeO 2 .
It is quite interesting that the size and shape of Au nanoparticles in Au/CeO 2 catalysts are dynamically changed according to the atmosphere, namely the density of O vacancies or the oxidation state of CeO 2 , because the size and shape of Au particles are closely related to the catalytic activity. And the strong interfacial interactions associated with the interface stoichiometry seem to play an important role in the present phenomena as well as in the catalytic activity. At present, a theoretical approach is being performed for this system. Understanding of the nature of the Au/CeO 2 interfaces and the interactions between Au atoms and O vacancies in CeO 2 will lead us to the elucidation of the mechanisms of the present phenomena and the catalytic activity.
Metal/SiC Interfaces
Finally, we present our theoretical approaches to metal/ SiC interfaces used in high-power electronic devices or structural applications, where we have observed general effects of the interface stoichiomerty. It is quite easy to form Si-rich (Si-terminated) or C-rich (C-terminated) interfaces for polar SiC surfaces. For the electronic applications, the Fig. 8 A series of the high-resolution electron microscopy images revealing the shrinkage process of a Au nano-particle on a CeO 2 surface. 41) SBH is one of the most important properties. By the analysis of LDOS in supercell calculations within the present theoretical framework, we can estimate the p-type SBH value as the difference between the Fermi level of the metallic side and the valence-band top (VBT) of the bulk semiconductor region in the cell. This value is an intrinsic one without effects of interface defects, dopants or impurities. Table 1 lists the summary of adhesive energies and SBH values for the Si-terminated and C-terminated Al or Ti/ SiC(001) or (111) interfaces. [22] [23] [24] [25] Al and Ti were selected due to relatively small lattice misfit with SiC. In Table 1 , there is a general tendency that the C-terminated interfaces have larger adhesive energies and smaller p-type SBH values than the Si-terminated ones, while there is also dependence on the interface planes and metal species. This tendency can be explained by the strong metal-C interactions with substantial charge transfer from metal to C and significant metal-C orbital hybridization, in contrast to rather metallic Al-Si or Ti-Si interactions for the Si-terminated ones. Note that the interfacial charge transfer from the metallic layer to the C layer generates the interface dipole, shifting up the VBT of the SiC side relative to the Fermi level electrostatically, and resulting in the smaller p-type SBH value. As listed in Table 1 , the differences between the SBH values of Siterminated and C-terminated ones are consistent with the experimental results, [37] [38] [39] although the absolute SBH values cannot be well reproduced within the present theoretical framework due to the many-body effects. A similar tendency of the dependence of the theoretical SBH value on the interface stoichiometry and configuration has been obtained for the metal/Al 2 O 3 interfaces. 12) Our results strongly indicate that the SBH is determined by, first the interface dipole associated with the interfacial atomic and electronic structure, and second the intrinsic relation of the band structure of the two materials, in a similar way to the surface work function as an interface with a vacuum. This model of the two factors for the SBH is in contradiction with conventional models such as the Schottky model and the MIGS-CNL model. 63) In the former model, the SBH is determined by the relation of the work functions of the two materials, and in the latter model, the SBH is determined by the charge-neutrality level (CNL) in the metalinduced gap states (MIGS) in a semiconductor side, mainly depending on the intrinsic nature of a semiconductor. Both the models deny the dependence of the SBH on the interface structure.
Recently, our SBH model of the two factors has been further examined through the analysis of the dependence of the SBH on various kinds of metal species (Al, Ti, Fe, Cu, Co, Au, Ni, and Pt) as well as the surface termination of 6H-SiC{0001}, 26, 27) where the lattice misfit was minimized for each metal species by selecting two kinds of coincidence interface models. In the supercell, four layers of metal are attached on one surface of a SiC slab of six Si-C bilayers with hydrogen termination on the other side. For each metal species, the C-terminated interface generally has a smaller ptype SBH value than the Si-terminated one, consistently with our model. About the dependence on the metal species, we have observed the decrease of the p-type SBH for the increment of the metal work function or electronegativity. 64) Note that the electronegativity has positive correlation with the metal work function. This inverse proportion is basically consistent with the experimental results. 65) This also seems to be consistent with the Schottly model, although the dependence on the metal work function or electronegativity for the Si-terminated interfaces is not so clear as compared with the C-terminated ones, and the absolute coefficient of this inverse proportion is less than 1 (the ideal value of the Schottly model), similarly to the experimental results.
On the other hand, if we use the supercell of the SiC slab with only one metal layer instead of four layers, we observed the increase of the p-type SBH for the increment of the metal work function or electronegativity, as opposed to the multilayer-metal supercell. 26) This can be understood from the interface dipole. For the metal species with the higher electronegativity, the charge transfer from metal to SiC is suppressed, naturally resulting in the higher p-type SBH value. In other words, one of the two factors dominating the SBH, the relation of the band structure of the two materials, is not well reproduced in the monolayer-metal supercell, due to the poor reproduction of the metallic band structure by a monolayer, and only the interface dipole affects the SBH, causing the results opposed to the experiments.
In this way, in order to reproduce the experimental tendency of the SBH by ab initio calculations, it is necessary to include the two factors, the interface dipole and the relation of the band structure of the two materials, correctly. This supports our model of the two factors dominating the intrinsic SBH generally. Of course, to make more detailed comparison with experimental results, we have to deal with effects of interface defects which should be contained in real samples.
Discussion and Conclusion
As mentioned in Sec. 3, the relative stability among the interfaces with different interface stoichiometry is determined by the free energy including atomic chemical potentials and depends on the atmosphere. 57) Note that the stability of the surface of inorganic materials for various surface stoichiometry is basically different from the stability 66) although the deposition of metallic layers can stabilize the O-terminated interface configuration for the Orich atmosphere. 57) This feature also depends on the metal species, which open a rich variety of designing the interface structure and properties.
The problem of lattice misfit is quite important. Of course, coherent or quasi-coherent configurations with small lattice misfit or with some kind of simple coincidence relation between the two lattices such as the Au/CeO 2 system seem to be favorable. Usual first-principles calculations deal with coherent interface models, although it may be necessary to deal with this problem directly. Fortunately, real Cu/ Al 2 O 3 (0001) interfaces with substantial misfit have incoherent configurations, where coherent models with several rigidbody translations parallel to the interface seem to represent each local region. 8, 28, 55) Small metal particles should be also favorable to attain coherent configurations by introducing the strain easily into the particles because of limited elastic energy increase for the small particle volume. This point may be also involved in the higher catalytic activity and peculiar properties for small Au nano-particles less than 2 or 3 nm in Au/TiO 2 catalysts. 20, 21, 30) About the differences between general metal/ inorganic material interfaces and metal nano-particle/inorganic substrate (grain) systems, the latter systems should have a variety of properties, because of the nano-size effects of particles and the presence of both kinds of surfaces and of the edge of the interface, which should be favorable for the catalytic activity. And of course, in order to clarify the whole nature of such systems, it is desirable to deal with a system of clusters on a surface directly by ab initio calculations in the future.
In our studies, it has been shown that the interfacial bonding between metals and inorganic materials really have peculiar features, quite different from usual bonding in each solid or simple chemical bonding of compounds or molecules. One interesting feature is that the effects of the interface are only limited within several atomic layers at the interface, at least for abrupt and coherent interfaces. Especially, in a metallic side, bonding between the interface layer and back layer almost recovers bulk metallic features by screening. For example, the back Cu-Cu bond at the Cu/ Al 2 O 3 (0001) system has bond charge and tensile strength rather similar to bulk Cu, independent of the interface stoichiometry and configuration. 9, 10) Of course, there is a possibility that diffusion and reactions occur at the interface, resulting in the formation of some compound layers. Even in such a case, there should also exist metal/compound interfaces with similar features. In this way, the issues of the metal/inorganic material interfaces have wide generality in various phenomena in materials engineering, including various precipitates in metals and surface oxidation of metals for example.
In conclusion, we have shown our recent ab initio results of metal/inorganic material interfaces, such as metal/Al 2 O 3 , Au/TiO 2 and metal/SiC interfaces, as well as our experimental observation of Au/CeO 2 interfaces. Our theoretical results indicate that the interface stoichiometry has serious effects on the interfacial bonding nature, atomic and electronic structures and various properties, and that offstoichiometric interfaces generally reveal stronger adhesion and significant charge transfer or orbital hybridization, depending on the combination between the kind of termination species and the kind of metals. Our theoretical results can well explain the experimental observations using the electron microscopy. It can be said that the interface stoichiometry is one of the most important factors of the interface design for the adhesive, mechanical, catalytic and electronic properties. Novel dynamical structural changes of Au nano-particles in the Au/CeO 2 catalysts seem to be dominated by the strong interfacial interactions associated with the interface stoichiometry.
